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School 
background



School background

× HKFYG Lee Shau Kee College (An EMI DSS in Tin Shui Wai)

× Small class teaching, learning English through diversified
means

× School motto: Wisdom in action
× BAFS: Wisdom in living

× Intake of students
 Most of them are from Yuen Long, Tin Shui Wai and 

Tuen Mun
 Most of them are from the middle-class family
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Focusing on 
personal 
finance



Why personal finance?

"students with the highest levels of financial literacy 
are more likely to be oriented toward saving, 

earning a college degree and working in a high-
skilled occupation"

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development

"Financial literacy is an essential tool for anyone 
who wants to be able to succeed in today’s society, 
make sound financial decisions, and—ultimately—

be a good citizen."

Annamaria Lusardi

Global Financial Literacy Excellence Center



Situation in secondary education

× The elements in junior form is not a point of emphasis
in most of the schools
× Junior form Life and Society
× 2 modules out of 29 modules

× The content of personal financial management in BAFS
curriculum is not comprehensive enough
× 4 introductory topics in the compulsory part

× The society generally expect (mainly) BAFS responsible
for all students' financial education



Why authentic learning?

× Spending is all around us...
× From cash to virtual money
× From physical shops to online shops

× It is inevitable to teach our children to use money
properly

× Let them experience the decision-making process is
the best way to teach them
× Authentic learning prepares students for further

career
× Authentic learning blends theories with practice
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Vision in financial 
education



Empowering students to be a 
responsible consumer and investor

Knowledge: Equip students knowledge in making the
financial decision and manage their money wisely

Skills: Enhance students analytical skills for financial
issue

Attitude: Nurturing students a positive attitude
towards personal finance planning



Main focus…
Expense and saving:

- Understanding needs and wants

- Forming saving habit

- Consumer behaviour and Marketing attraction

- Credit card consumption

Building safety net:

- Function of insurance

- MPF

Investment:

- Risk and return

- Common investment instruments

Building 
safety 

net

Investment

Expense
and

Saving



Main focus of the three parties
Be a responsible consumer and investor

Life-long 
financial 
planning

Parental 
financing

Being 
smart 

consumer

Senior 
form

Community
Junior 
form
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Junior 
curriculum



Equip students to be responsible consumer

× Main focus
1. Managing personal finance
2. Sensible consumer

× Intended outcome
1. Equip students to be a responsible consumer

and form a saving habit
2. To equip students to be a sensible consumer



Be responsible to own spending

× Junior school-based PSHE curriculum with
reference to Life and Society module

× Teaching knowledge in S.1 and more application in
S.2
× S.1: Needs and wants and review own spending

and saving – simple personal planning
× S.2: Apply to real life through Joining Consumer

Cultural Study Award – understand and
investigate the social phenomenon



Manage your money with savings



Apply into daily life - Consumer behaviour

× Project learning – Joining Consumer Cultural
Study Award

× Students investigate the topic that they are
interested
× From observation to interview
× From textbook knowledge to personal

experience

× Students have a reflection on why do they spend
so much money but the others do not understand



Teaching process

× S.2 junior school-based PSHE curriculum

× Execute through the 1st term as
continuous learning and assessment



HLC

Consumer 
council

Briefing 
session

Lesson

Workshop

Consultation 
day

Submit mid-
term report

Continuous
consultation

Wise 
Consumer



Difficulties
× Topic setting

× Focus question setting

× Presentation of Data



Assignment Sample



Assignment Sample



Topic setting
× Recommend

× 衣服消費文化
× 追星的消費文化
× 文具的消費文化
× 使用零用錢的習慣
× 鞋的消費文化

× Not recommend
× 港人買樓的消費文化
× 醫保消費
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Senior 
curriculum



Equip students with life-long financial planning

× Main focus
1. Understand needs and wants and credit card

consumption
2. Plan ahead with right the financial instrument

× Intended outcome
1. Promote making good use of consumer credit

through needs and wants
2. Analyse personal financial position and plan for

the current and future financial goal



To equip students with the knowledge of 
different types of consumer credit

× Credit card is a hot issue for teenagers

× An extended worksheet about the habit
of using the credit card of parents



Plan ahead with right financial instrument

× Compulsory part: Basics of personal
financial planning
× Personal financial planning and

investment
× 6-8 lessons



From self to family to integrate into life cycle

Insurance:

× Introduce different types of insurance
× Match the insurance with their age

× Interview family members for the insurance
they bought
× Discuss with classmates what are the

similarities and differences between
different families

× Apply into different life stages



From self to family to integrate into life cycle

Investment:

× Introduce different types of financial products
× Understand the risk of various financial

products

× Interview family members for the investment
they make

× Analyse the risk of the financial instrument



Stock Trading Guru



From self to family to integrate into life cycle

Drafting financial plan:

× Draft a plan for
1. your teacher
2. your family
3. people in each life stage

× Structure of the plan is not the main part (not

examined in DSE)

× The rationale of their plan if the most
important part
× To cultivate the values and attitude to students



Assignment/ sample



Difficulties

× Lesson time is a constraint

× Students family background and social status
affects…
× the rationale of constructing the portfolio
× the use of e-currency

× Attitude is not examined in DSE
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Future



Starting from own experience

× Financial literacy is an attitude
more than just a skill

× Personal experience is the best way
to learn

× A role model is vitally important
× Family
× Peers
× Teacher...?



Simulation and competition

× IFEC

× JAHK

× BGCA x HSBC
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Questions are 
welcome


